In the last decade, the study of statutory interpretation has taken on new life. In part, the statutory work of the Supreme Court has assumed growing importance because the legislation under review touches vital issues affecting the nation. A court that pronounces what Congress meant in such areas as civil rights, voting rights, and gender discrimination will almost certainly be the object of heightened attention. Justice Antonin Scalia has fueled discussion about statutory interpretation with his persistent criticism of the way courts use legislative history, materials beyond the words of statutes. He has since been joined by other Justices with interests in courts and legislation, including David Souter, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, and Stephen Breyer. Concern with how the judiciary makes sense of legislation has reached Congress itself. Both the
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House Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property, and the Administration of Justice\textsuperscript{6} and the Joint Committee on the Organization of Congress\textsuperscript{7} have conducted hearings on legislative-judicial relations. Statutory interpretation has sparked attention not only in scholarly books\textsuperscript{8} and journals,\textsuperscript{9} but even in the popular media.\textsuperscript{10}

At issue is the integrity of the legislative and judicial processes. When courts interpret legislation, as former Judge Abner Mikva has observed, they become an integral component of the legislative process.\textsuperscript{11} If courts have difficulty understanding the legislative process that they interpret or Congress does not provide the courts with direction as to its meaning, then both branches have a problem deserving consideration. Beyond that, how the First and Third branches interact has implications beyond those branches; the nature of that relationship affects the shape and development of policy. In that sense, the concern is with how the judiciary and the legislature work, either independently, together, or at cross-purposes, as they influence policymaking.

The interplay of Congress and the courts has vital ramifications for the administrative state itself.\textsuperscript{12} When the judiciary interprets a statute or

\textsuperscript{6} See Statutory Interpretation and the Uses of Legislative History: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Courts, Intellectual Property, and the Administration of Justice of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. (1990) [hereinafter Hearings on Statutory Interpretation]. As Subcommittee Chairman Robert Kastenmeier put it: "This is more than just an academic debate." Id. at 2. Judicial doctrines of statutory interpretation "may have a profound effect on the way Congress should be drafting legislation." Id.

\textsuperscript{7} See Interbranch Relations: Hearings Before the Joint Comm. on the Organization of Congress, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. 76, 298 (1993) [hereinafter Hearings on Interbranch Relations].
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mandates or restrains executive action, it perforce affects the administrative process. A court’s decisions can influence not only the balance of forces within Congress, but also the relationships among agencies or competing factions within the bureaucracy, and the capacity of the President to control the executive branch. “Policymaking is dynamic and complex; it can be conceived as a continuum of institutional processes [judicial, legislative, and administrative], sometimes acting independently, but often interacting in subtle and perhaps not always conscious ways to influence the behavior of other processes.”

In his major book, Between the Lines: Interpreting Welfare Rights, R. Shep Melnick deepens our understanding of the intricate relationship between the judiciary and the Congress in policymaking. Through three rich case studies—Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), food stamps, and education for the handicapped—he examines how the federal judiciary, by interpreting statutes, has expanded eligibility, enlarged benefits, and moved control from the states to the federal government. If much of the previous literature on statutory interpretation has focused on how judges might better interpret statutes, Melnick approaches the matter from the perspective of policy outcomes—asking “[w]hat difference did it make that the courts adopted this interpretation rather than competing ones?”

His intention is to study both issues of process and of policy. With regard to the former, his objective is to examine how the courts affected the balance of power between the states and the federal government, between the Congress and the President, and between Congress as a whole and its committees; to explain why different institutional patterns occur in different policy areas; and to assess Justice Scalia’s claim that heavy reliance on legislative history threatens to “convert[] a system of judicial construction into a system of committee-staff prescription.”

With respect to matters of policy, Melnick explores basic beliefs about the welfare state, the responsibilities of the government to its poor, and the obligations of citizens to provide for themselves as these beliefs are reflected in court decisions interpreting the AFDC title of the Social Security Act, the Food Stamp Act, and the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EAHCA). He endeavors to determine the extent to which members of Congress shared these views, and the degree to which the assumptions of members of Congress and the judiciary changed over time.


15. Id. at 20.

Part I of this Review describes the political, institutional, and legal contexts that shape Melnick's analysis and summarizes his conclusions with regard to the effect of the courts in shaping policy within the three areas he examines. In Part II, I discuss the impact of Melnick's findings on two current academic debates, the first over whether courts are capable of effecting social change, and the second on the viability of competing theories of statutory interpretation. If Between the Lines effectively illustrates that legislative history and, all too frequently, statutory language provide little guidance to courts trying to discern legislative meaning, Part III argues that this state of affairs can be ameliorated. I describe a series of ongoing projects designed to overcome some of the problems that Melnick identifies.

I. CONTEXT

A. Politics, Institutional Process, and Law

One of the many strengths of this book is that it grounds specific case studies of statutory interpretation in the larger context of the political arena in which legislation is conceived. Melnick rightly describes two important developments that affected the judicial interpretation of statutes in his case studies: the ever-expanding responsibilities of the federal government and the fragmentation of power at the national level—between Congress and the executive, and within the legislature itself as congressional authority became increasingly decentralized and the integrative power of political parties diminished.17

These changes have affected the design of statutes in a variety of ways. Legislation in recent decades has tended to combine both specificity and ambiguity. Some statutes leave key terms undefined and in effect give to others—federal, state, and local officials as well as judges—the responsibility of adding flesh to the statutory skeleton. The EAHCA, for instance, mandates that states provide every handicapped child with a "free appropriate public education,"18 but does not spell out what that means. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 declares that "no otherwise qualified handicapped individual . . . shall, solely by reason of his handicap, . . . be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance."19 In the absence of clear definition as to the meaning of "otherwise qualified handicapped individual," judges and officials charged with

implementing the law have for two decades borne most of the responsibility for fashioning its scope.\textsuperscript{20}

At the same time, legislation and accompanying committee reports have often become more detailed; with each reauthorization, the entitlement laws, which are the subject of Melnick's book, have become more specific. The House report on the 1977 amendments to the Food Stamp Act occupied 869 pages and "contained advice on such matters as how late intake offices should be open and which court decisions had identified the proper method for counting the income of migrant workers."\textsuperscript{21} Congressional "micromanagement" reflected legislative distrust of the executive branch, extending to deadlines, procedures, and performance standards.\textsuperscript{22} In addition, demands placed on states increased, with a variety of regulatory controls—direct orders, crosscutting requirements, crossover sanctions, and funding cutoffs.\textsuperscript{23} Still another feature of the political context was congressional facilitation of litigation. Many acts directly authorized suits by private parties to enforce regulatory requirements. Still others contained liberal standing requirements for those contesting agency rules.\textsuperscript{24}

Melnick also writes that federal courts developed devices that enlarged their role in interpreting the law of entitlement. One such method was the decline of judicial deference to administrators' interpretation of statutes, an approach that had special force until the Court's enunciation of the \textit{Chevron}\textsuperscript{25} doctrine in 1984. Federal courts in the 1960's and 1970's, as Richard Stewart has written, focused on fidelity to procedures to assure fair representation for all affected parties, and then made use of the "hard look" doctrine to delve into agencies' substantive determinations.\textsuperscript{26} Second, courts augmented their powers by interpreting statutes in ways that allowed them to curb the discretion of state officials. Federal judges, Melnick claims, helped alter federal-state relations by, in effect, turning "conditions attached to federal grants—previously enforced only through the termination of federal aid—into individual rights enforceable through court injunctions."\textsuperscript{27} A third mechanism involved an increased reliance on legislative history and broad statements of statutory purpose to expand benefits and ease eligibility restrictions. Judges, according to Melnick, combed the legislative history to find support for their
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interpretations so that their decisions were perceived to reflect congressional purposes.  

Melnick argues that reliance on broad statements of statutory purpose subtly shifts the burden of proof in favor of those who seek to expand federal programs because such statements generally are grandiloquently worded, emphasizing goals rather than costs. A most significant development with regard to entitlement statutes, the author believes, was the shift from a judicial presumption of administrative regularity to one that administrators must justify deviations from the principle of "actual need." The claim is that federal judges would invalidate state rules and federal regulations, "not because they transgressed clear statutory language, but because they failed to take into account the actual need of potential beneficiaries." These judicial doctrines had a temporal quality. By the late 1980's, each device seemed to be losing force. With the Chevron decision in 1984, the Supreme Court ruled that a reviewing tribunal "may not substitute its own construction of a statutory provision for a reasonable interpretation made by the administrator of an agency." When a statute is silent or ambiguous with respect to a specific issue, the only question before the court is whether the agency adopted a "permissible construction of the statute." In other words, the Supreme Court made it easier for an administrator's interpretation to prevail. Moreover, as a consequence of a variety of Supreme Court opinions, judicial control over state regulations loosened. Fewer implied rights of action were recognized. In addition, Justice Scalia's critique of legislative history appears to have had some effect, with the Court resorting less to such materials when reliance on the words of a statute seems to be dispositive.

B. The Impact of Statutory Interpretation on Public Policy: Interpreting Welfare Rights

The impact of the federal courts was most striking with regard to the AFDC program. For more than thirty years—from the legislation's passage in 1935 until 1968—state governments had much discretion in their welfare programs, constrained only by a relatively few rules contained in Title IV of the Social Security Act. Congress repeatedly failed during this period to
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enact nationally uniform eligibility requirements and benefit levels. The
Supreme Court's influence was perhaps most dramatic between 1968 and 1972.
When interpreting Title IV of the Social Security Act, the high tribunal
expressly disapproved of a Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
policy that allowed states to "vary eligibility requirements from the federal
standards without express or clearly implied congressional authorization."37
Because the federal statute hardly addressed the eligibility standard, the Court's
interpretation raised questions about almost all of the AFDC rules in every
state.38 The federal courts, a Senate Finance Committee report stated,

used the very broadness of the Federal statute (intended to allow
States more latitude) against the States by saying sometimes that
anything the Congress did not expressly prohibit it must have intended
to require—and sometimes that what the Congress did not expressly
permit it must have intended not to permit.39

The lower courts expanded the Supreme Court's reading of Title IV,
invalidating state rules in such matters as verification procedures, methods for
determining income, and penalties for failure to register for work programs or
to identify the fathers of children receiving benefits.40 In time, the Supreme
Court criticized the circuit courts for their alleged "departure from ordinary
principles of statutory interpretation."41 As Melnick explains, by the mid-
1980's the Court routinely ordered the circuit courts to defer to state and
federal administrators.42

In interpreting the Food Stamp Act during the 1970's, the other federal
courts were much influenced by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit, which viewed the legislation as "a shift from supplementing the diets
of low-income households to guaranteed those households the opportunity
for an adequate diet."43 Courts ruled that Congress meant to "assure that no
eligible family need go malnourished."44 As a means of securing this
statutory right to a "nutritionally adequate diet,"45 the courts required the
Department of Agriculture to offer benefits to more households, expand
outreach efforts to poor families, and make certification procedures less

38. MELNICK, supra note 14, at 91–92.
40. See MELNICK, supra note 14, at 104–08.
42. See, e.g., MELNICK, supra note 14, at 104–06.
43. Rodway v. United States Dep't of Agric., 514 F.2d 809, 820 (D.C. Cir. 1975).
44. Id.
45. Id.
unwieldy and intrusive.\textsuperscript{46} Court rulings effectively prevented the Ford Administration from unilaterally shrinking the food stamp program.\textsuperscript{47}

Moreover, court decisions crucially influenced the lengthy congressional negotiations resulting in the enactment of the food stamp amendments of 1977. Food stamp advocates, who were leaning towards reaching a compromise with the Ford Administration, decided after the court decision enjoining the Ford Administration's rules that they could risk waiting for a new Congress and perhaps a new Democratic President. Their gamble was worth taking.\textsuperscript{48} President Jimmy Carter signed new legislation in 1977\textsuperscript{49} that was far more expansive than the bill Congress almost sent to Gerald Ford a year before.

With respect to the EAHCA, two federal court decisions in the early 1970's, \textit{PARC}\textsuperscript{50} and \textit{Mills},\textsuperscript{51} writes Melnick, provided the political catalyst and the model for federal legislation. Those opinions required state and local systems to provide a "free appropriate public education" to all disabled children, and also created procedural safeguards to ensure these substantive rights. These decisions raised costs substantially for some states, and as a consequence school officials sought more federal financial assistance.\textsuperscript{52} For their part, congressional supporters of those with disabilities believed that states should have to show that they protected the substantive and procedural rights of the disabled as a condition for securing federal funds.\textsuperscript{53} In the aftermath of the passage of the EAHCA, litigation increased—although sponsors had argued lawsuits would be reduced as a consequence of the bill's passage.\textsuperscript{54} School systems were sued for failure to provide students with an "appropriate education" or "related services." The Supreme Court, in its only ruling on the "appropriate education" standard, endorsed a deferential approach towards review.\textsuperscript{55} Then Justice Rehnquist wrote that the act is "by no means an invitation to the courts to substitute their own notions of sound educational policy for those of the school authorities which they review."\textsuperscript{56} Nevertheless, Melnick shows that many district and circuit court judges have interpreted the statute to strike down the "individualized education programs" submitted by school officials in favor of more costly plans that promise to provide increased benefits to children with disabilities.\textsuperscript{57}
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II. IMPLICATIONS

Melnick's rich case studies have important implications for scholars interested in the role of courts in the policy process, and for those attempting to set forth broad theories of statutory interpretation. The careful empirical studies in Between the Lines provide support for some of the conclusions drawn by scholars functioning at a greater level of abstraction, but also cast doubt upon others.

A. The Courts, Statutory Interpretation, and Social Change

Between the Lines should be read as part of the ongoing debate, spurred by Gerald N. Rosenberg's influential The Hollow Hope,58 about the role of the judiciary in effecting social change. Rosenberg argues that courts are "virtually powerless to produce change"59 because of structural restraints that are part of the judicial system. Even more strongly, he writes that "U.S. courts can almost never be effective producers of significant social change."60 Indeed, the "lure of litigation,"61 he claims, "siphons off crucial resources and talent, and runs the risk of weakening political efforts."62 By turning to an "institution [the judiciary] that is constrained from helping them," institutional reform litigation may hamper advances by "providing only an illusion of change."63

Melnick's work provides evidence for Peter Schuck's criticism that The Hollow Hope "neglects the repetitive, dialogic nature of the interactions between courts, legislatures, agencies, and other social processes, as well as the political synergy that some litigation engenders."64 Indeed, each of Melnick's case studies undermines the limited view of judicial impact. Interest groups initiating litigation did not rely exclusively on lawsuits, but used courts as one element of a strategy to achieve their ends. Litigation was used to delay, compel, and concentrate legislative and administrative activity. Thus, just as food stamp supporters used litigation to frustrate action during the 94th Congress, advocates for the disabled used district court rulings to spur Congress to enact the EAHCA. In the AFDC, food stamps, and education of
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the handicapped programs, reformers used litigation as leverage to create opportunities for activity in other political spheres. For instance, the Supreme Court’s early AFDC decisions allowed the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to adopt a harder line with the states. The financial pressures placed on state and local governments by the PARC\textsuperscript{65} and Mills\textsuperscript{66} decisions moved their officials to turn to Washington, D.C., for federal assistance; advocates for the disabled then insisted that as a condition of receiving federal money schools demonstrate their compliance with court rulings.

If Melnick convincingly shows the impact of the federal courts—in each of the three programs examined the judiciary expanded their scope and shifted power from the states to the federal government—he also demonstrates conclusively the ways in which statutory decisions can affect policy and process. A focus solely on constitutional law to the neglect of statutory cases skews understanding of the role of the judiciary. Melnick supplies the missing pieces.

B. Lessons for Theorists of Statutory Interpretation

Proponents of various conceptions of statutory interpretation will learn much from Between the Lines, as the case studies demonstrate both the utility and limits of several approaches.

1. Public Interest Theory

The complexities of legislation, illuminated in the book, raise questions about the “public interest” approach advocated by Hart and Sacks,\textsuperscript{67} among others.\textsuperscript{68} This approach, much like the Madisonian vision, assumes that the legislative process and legislative decisions are deliberative, informed, and efficient. According to this view, every statute and every doctrine of unwritten law has some kind of purpose or objective.\textsuperscript{69} Thus, a judge who seeks to understand unclear wording first identifies the purpose and policy it embraces, and then deduces the result most consonant with those goals.

To be sure, this perspective provides an important antidote to the traditional canons of statutory construction. Its thrust is to try to understand the meaning of statutes in their own context, with appropriate resort to the process that produced the law, encompassing relevant legislative history. The flexible
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nature of the inquiry suggested by this approach means that judges could extend the rationale of a statute to cover new circumstances, even those not envisioned when the legislature enacted the law. Whatever its virtues, however, this "public interest" perspective cannot by itself capture the complexities of the legislative process. Not infrequently, legislation is a collection of ambiguous and contradictory statements; this is a special problem with regard to large omnibus bills and measures that are rushed through Congress at the end of an exhausting session. For such statutes, it is something of a fiction to presume that Congress had a clear statutory purpose or that a court can infer with any certainty the legislative vision of the public interest.

The case studies of Between the Lines reflect this by depicting the "[m]any faces of Congress,"\textsuperscript{70} as Melnick aptly puts it. Some legislators supported expansion of the food stamp program because it would increase money poor families could spend on items besides food. Others voted for it because they believed it would upgrade the nutrition of poor families. With regard to AFDC, most legislators, Melnick believes, probably voted for the AFDC amendments because they were part of a large social security measure.\textsuperscript{71} Some may have voted for it because it provided new services to recipients; still others saw it as a warning to the states to crack down on welfare. With respect to the EAHCA, some supporters thought that it would add federal funds without imposing extensive federal control over local school systems; others thought it would offer disabled students a variety of new services; still others were of the view that Congress should be responsive to judicial decisions establishing rights of the disabled; and a few believed that Congress should move because the Supreme Court might undo lower court decisions.\textsuperscript{72} The point, in short, is that Congress consists of a wide variety of legislators, with differing views of the public good, all of which are not simply captured by the "public interest" conception.

2. Public Choice Theory

The findings of Between the Lines also pose challenges to the "public choice" school, which uses principles of market economics to explain decision making.\textsuperscript{73} Like many schools, its scholars are not all of one mind, and cannot

\textsuperscript{70} MELNICK, supra note 14, at 256. On this point, see Kenneth A. Shepsle, Congress Is a "They," Not an "It": Legislative Intent as Oxyoron, 12 INT'L REV. L. & ECON. 239 (1992) (arguing notion of single legislative intent is misguided given multiplicity of legislators).

\textsuperscript{71} MELNICK, supra note 14, at 259.

\textsuperscript{72} Id.

be simply characterized. Generally though, its proponents depict the legislative process as driven by rational, egoistic, utility-maximizing legislators whose primary motivation is to be returned to office. On this view, legislators will pass laws that tend to transfer wealth and reduce efficiency, at the expense of society, to cohesive special interest groups that lobby the legislature. Laws benefiting the public will be scarce because of the “collective action” problem. That is, “rational, self-interested individuals will not act to achieve their common or group interests” because the benefits being sought are collective to the group as a whole; hence the rational individual has an incentive to be a free rider. It is thus by no means automatic that interest groups will arise to press legislators to enact “public interest” legislation.

Sharply different from the “public interest” conception, this vision of the legislature is grim. Legislators, eager to be reelected, avoid choices on critical issues that could antagonize energized groups. They do not work to develop coherent policy, but instead seek to accommodate the preferences of interest groups through ad hoc bargaining. Evading their responsibility, legislators adopt vague statutes vesting policymaking duties in administrators who must stumble through a mine field of unresolved problems.

Public choice theory encourages us to think about how self-interest affects decision making, to evaluate the impact of incentives on behavior, and to explore why collective action is often difficult to undertake. But the theory hardly explains the universe of the legislative process. The motivations of legislators are complex and cannot be reduced to simple formulae. The view that legislators simply respond to interest groups, that their behavior, votes, and agenda are dictated by those interest groups, and that they simply transfer wealth to those groups in return for campaign support is askew. As studies have shown, Congress can respond without much interest group support, often despite powerful and intense interest group opposition.
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legislators are responsive to the need to be reelected. But they are also affected by a desire to affect policy in ways that they think are in the public interest. The better view, as James Q. Wilson has written, may be that legislation can have a wide variety of political causes, and that if we are to understand outcomes, then we need to specify the circumstances under which one or another cause will be operative.

All this is confirmed in Melnick's account. Traditional interest groups hardly played a role in the passage of the legislation that is the focus of Melnick's study. Business groups had almost no influence. Farm groups provided little support to the food stamp program. The Chamber of Commerce, which sought to cut food stamps in the mid-1970's, did not prevail. Those groups that were successful—for example, the National Association for Retarded Citizens, the Council for Exceptional Children, the intergovernmental lobby, and the "hunger lobby"—had neither wholly economic nor very well-defined interests. Melnick describes how many of the legislators in these cases were motivated by deeply held convictions about the public interest, rather than a desire to do what best suited their electoral interests or to keep their power in Congress. Russell Long and Thomas Foley played leading roles in the AFDC and food stamp cases, respectively, because of their conceptions of what constituted good public policy. The debate in all three case studies illustrated that politics is messy, with outcomes seldom free of ambiguity. Such is the consequence of a pluralistic system in which values compete.

3. Positive Political Theory

Positive political theorists will also benefit from the stories Melnick provides. These analysts have attempted to explain why Congress often finds it difficult to overturn court decisions even when the rulings at issue contravene an agreement of the winning and still-present legislative coalition. Through his examination of the food stamp program, Melnick offers a cogent explanation. If one part of the original coalition favors the court's decision over the legislative agreement, and if the remaining members of the coalition cannot gather sufficient support to replace the lost votes, then the judicial ruling will stand. Thus, before the Trump decision, food
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stamp advocates felt that they had to reach an accommodation with President Ford; after the ruling, they were more willing to wait for a new President and Congress.  

Attempting to explain the reasons for legislative success in overturning court rulings in the case studies, Melnick offers two theories: First, strategically placed committee leaders had the power to protect court decisions they favor and to move along legislation modifying decisions they sought to change; and second, most overrides were lodged in larger financing bills that provided a measure of convenient protection from scrutiny.

Nevertheless, in spite of the obstacles to legislative action that rational choice theorists have noted, Melnick's case studies show that Congress does in fact modify or reverse judicial rulings. The 1977 food stamp amendments changed a number of court rulings on benefits and eligibility. Congress overturned the Supreme Court's decision on attorneys' fees through enactment of the Handicapped Children Protection Act. It also reversed a Supreme Court ruling limiting parents' rights to collect damages from the states. Between 1981 and 1984, Congress upset a number of AFDC decisions. The findings of these case studies are consistent with the work of William N. Eskridge, Jr., who has provided data indicating that since 1975 Congress reversed or modified at least 300 lower court and 100 Supreme Court rulings.

Positive political theorists interested in how legislators structure the rules of the "game" that will later be played as agencies and courts attempt to make sense of a newly passed statute will also find Between the Lines an important empirical source. How legislators write the laws can be powerful signals of legislative meaning to courts and agencies. A detailed statute may
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be the clearest way to communicate to the other branches; but at times in the
effort to reach an agreement members of Congress will pass vague statutes,
deliberately leaving such controversies to be resolved by administrators and
judges. Congress has a variety of mechanisms to affect administrators and
judges. It can determine the powers of administrative agencies, the standards
for exhaustion of administrative remedies, the scope and availability of judicial
review, the limits of standing to sue, where suits must be filed, what remedies
to allow, and the availability of attorneys' fees.

Melnick demonstrates that although legislation is often crafted without
much thought to these issues, at times Congress actively pays attention to at
least some of them. Thus, negotiations leading to passage of the EAHCA
involved considerable discussion about judicial review of school decisions,
with advocates of the disabled supporting a more stringent standard than state
and local systems. To the extent that strategic calculations of this sort are
made about how to structure judicial review, members of Congress are likely
to be influenced by factors such as their perceptions of administrative and
judicial competence, their ability to exercise post hoc control (greater with
respect to administrators than judges), and the degree to which judicial review
is sought by an important element of the coalition needed to secure passage of
the final legislation. Melnick also suggests that members of Congress are
likely to encourage judicial review when "they favor program expansion and
bear little responsibility for footing the bill." That explanation has a
temporal quality, and depends upon the existence of a judiciary that supports
such expansion—not necessarily so, as judges appointed in the 1980's would
probably attest.

4. Textualist Theory

Textualists reading Between the Lines will find some support for their
claim that legislative history is unreliable, that citing it, in the words of Judge
Harold Leventhal, is like "looking over a crowd and picking out your
friends." But those textualists who believe that committee reports are
invariably successful devices by which committee members and staff promote
their policy preferences may be forced to reassess their assumptions upon
review of Melnick's case studies. In neither the food stamp program nor
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AFDC was the legislative history relied upon by the court manufactured or manipulated by the members or staff of committees with legislative jurisdiction over the programs. In fact, at times committee chairs felt frustrated that the courts had either ignored or failed to interpret correctly key aspects of the legislative history. Assessing the role of legislative history generally in the case studies, Melnick concludes that references to it were “little more than window dressing designed to provide additional support for positions arrived at by other means.” Of greater significance in his view than the use of legislative history to the courts’ interpretation of statutes were the assumptions judges made about separation of powers, federalism, and the nature of individual rights.

III. CONGRESS AND THE COURTS: CLARIFYING LEGISLATIVE MEANING

Legislative history might very well have played a more important role in judicial interpretation if Congress had developed more reliable signals to the courts as to its use. The more authoritative Congress is as to the appropriate use of such material, the more likely that legislative history will have the intended weight. Legislative history, in my view, is a necessary component of judicial inquiry, especially when a statute’s meaning is not clear on its face and a court needs guidance. As Justice Breyer has written, the problem lies not in its use, but its abuse. Thus, it is imperative that Congress develop means to clarify the use of such materials if courts are to better interpret legislative meaning.

Discerning legislative meaning is often a difficult task. Consider the following typical pattern. Congress enacts a law and the statute becomes the object of litigation. The court must then interpret the meaning of the words of the statute. Yet the language is often unclear. As the judiciary looks for guidance, it delves into the legislative history—the foundation on which most judges seek to interpret statutory meaning. In so doing, the court must
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111. Breyer, supra note 5, at 874.
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determine in the first instance what constitutes legislative history and how to weigh its various parts: including committee reports, conference committee reports, floor debates, and votes. The court may have to penetrate layer upon layer of rules and procedures. At times, the legislative history is virtually nonexistent. In other situations, it is ambiguous. In particular cases, Congress deliberately does not deal with difficult issues. In other circumstances, the legislature might have chosen to avoid gaps and ambiguities had it been aware of the problem. When Congress has not addressed an issue the court may be asked to fill in gaps not only in the statutory language, but also in the statute itself. For example, Congress may not have addressed questions of preemption, attorneys’ fees, civil statutes of limitations, constitutional severability provisions, private rights of action, exhaustion of administrative remedies, and the nature of the administrative proceedings.

Congressional organization and process—early targets for the House leadership of the 104th Congress—also contributed to the difficulty of discerning legislative intent in Melnick’s case studies. In some ways, fragmentation increased, staffs grew substantially, subcommittees proliferated, and the opportunities for legislative entrepreneurship, in ways unobserved by the whole chamber, expanded as well.112

What this all means is that when Congress does not give explicit direction about its legislative meaning, it not only creates added burdens for the courts: It also increases the risk that the judiciary, in a good faith effort to make sense of the problems before it, will interpret statutes in ways that the legislature did not intend. It is, of course, too much to expect that institutions will act with perfect knowledge. Given the political and policy complexities surrounding many issues, it is unrealistic to believe that those institutions can definitively address all the problems they face. Indeed, sometimes legislation is purposely ambiguous, and legislative history will not provide the key to unlock congressional meaning. But often Congress could be clearer as to its meaning if only attention were paid, and legislative history could be a valuable tool if only its indicators were more reliable.

To be sure, what the role of the judiciary in reviewing legislation should be is in no small measure dependent upon subjective perspectives about the proper allocation of responsibilities among courts, Congress, and various parts of the administrative branch—about what tasks we think each institutional process should assume. Such perspectives are based upon assumptions about how Congress functions, the factors affecting legislative outcomes, and the ability of the judiciary to make sense of congressional intent. Any of these conceptions should to one degree or another share this objective—based upon

112. As an empirical matter, it will be interesting to observe whether a tightening of congressional organization and reduction in staff, as promised by the new congressional leadership, will affect the capacity of Congress to develop legislative history that is more authoritative.
an empirical examination of the way Congress works, to ascertain how courts can better interpret statutory meaning and to determine whether and how Congress can clarify legislative history. Theories about how courts should interpret legislative history can be advanced with greater confidence to the extent that they are informed by an appreciation of the complex reality of the legislative process.

If the foregoing analysis is correct, then at bottom ways should be found for courts to better understand the legislative process and legislative history and for Congress to more clearly signal its intent. Time could be spent pondering what can be done in the long term about the legislative fragmentation, the conflicts among committees, the difficulties in making trade-offs, and the problems of deliberation in Congress—all of which contribute to the courts’ difficulties in understanding the legislative process. But there are more immediate steps that could be taken. In the short term, Congress can clarify legislative meaning in three ways: through more precise drafting, more authoritative legislative histories, and refinement of the revision process.

A. Drafting

Greater attention to legislative drafting would make it more likely that congressional intent will be understood and respected. If Congress is concerned that judicial doctrines have vested executive agencies with too much power to interpret statutes, then legislators can strive to write bills with greater

114. In discussing each of these approaches, I draw upon ongoing work of the Governance Institute, undertaken with the support of the Brookings Institution. Founded in 1986, the Governance Institute is a nonprofit organization concerned with exploring, explaining, and easing problems associated with both the separation and the division of powers in the American federal system. The Institute’s focus is on institutional process, a nexus linking law, institutions, and policy. It has three program areas: problems of the judiciary; problems of the administrative state; and challenges to the legal profession. Working with decision makers in the federal judiciary and the Congress, the Institute’s project on judicial-congressional relations has three principal parts: (1) examining the kinds of ground rules, protocols, and factors to be considered for different types of communications between the branches; (2) exploring how courts can better understand the legislative process and legislative history, how Congress can better signal its intent in statutes, and how the judiciary can make the legislature more aware of its decisions interpreting statutes; and (3) assessing the institutional processes and mechanisms that might improve relations between the branches.

They may attempt in legislation itself to define the degree of deference that should be granted to executive agencies in interpreting statutes. Although court cases are likely to arise over whether such efforts would usurp the executive and judicial functions, I am not without hope that carefully drafted provisions in legislation about questions of deference could prevail.

With respect to drafting, it would be useful to determine if some way could be found to subject such activity to centralized scrutiny applying accepted standards. The House of Representatives and the Senate have offices of legislative counsel, trained in the nuances of drafting. A checklist\(^{116}\) of common problems could be prepared for the benefit of those in Congress who do not use the professional drafting services. Such a checklist would focus legislators’ attention on such matters as constitutional severability, civil statutes of limitations, attorneys’ fees, private rights of action, preemption, and exhaustion of administrative remedies. These issues, when they are not explicitly addressed in the legislation itself, are often left to the courts for resolution. Establishing a means to focus legislative attention on these issues could reduce judicial burdens and give clearer direction as to legislative intent. To improve drafting, periodic seminars involving legislative counsel and judges would be useful. The Governance Institute, a nonprofit organization with which I am involved, is engaging in efforts to promote such activity.\(^{117}\)

B. Legislative History

Authoritative legislative histories should be completed prior to final passage. Legislative signals of intent could be made clearer, particularly if the most important and agreed-upon background and purposes of the legislation can be more sharply identified.

Consider the significance to be attached to committee reports. Assuming they are to be given weight as courts seek to understand statutory meaning, attention should be paid to devices that make it more likely that committee reports receive positive congressional assent. There are ways to distinguish between those parts of committee reports that receive such affirmative approval and those that do not. At the very least, as Professor Stephen Ross has noted,
it would be desirable if committee members signed committee reports.\footnote{118} At present, only the chair and those presenting additional views sign the reports, leading to charges that they may lack majority support. Having committee members sign the report would blunt at least that part of the critique of legislative history which holds that not even legislators assigned to committees are cognizant of committee reports.

As legislation nears passage, the floor managers of legislation should strive to reach some agreement as to what constitutes authoritative legislative history. Thus, they would reach some shared understanding as to which floor statements and colloquies should be given weight and indicate that such material by express arrangement is meant to be part of the authoritative legislative history.\footnote{119} Such a procedure might make it easier for judges to interpret the Congressional Record—a document that can be easily manipulated, and that is in many instances a source of hopeless confusion.

Congressional concern with making legislative history more authoritative will also aid courts as they weigh the amicus briefs of legislators seeking to influence the judiciary’s view about legislative intent. At times, legislators who have failed to secure their objectives in the congressional arena try to secure their ends through the judiciary. To the extent that legislative materials become more authoritative, courts will be better able to evaluate amicus briefs and ascertain congressional meaning.

C. Statutory Revision

As Congress revises statutes, it might draw upon the experience of courts charged with interpreting its laws. For example, when a committee of Congress is considering revising a complex piece of legislation, it might be useful for judges experienced in interpreting statutes to testify as to the technical difficulties in discerning congressional meaning. Although the courts and Congress affect each other in many ways, uncertainty about the propriety of various kinds of communications inhibits useful input.\footnote{120} Accordingly, the


\footnotesize{120. See Frank M. Coffin, The Federalist Number 86: On Relations Between the Judiciary and Congress, in JUDGES AND LEGISLATORS, supra note 4, at 21; Katzmann, Building Bridges, supra note 114, at 42. As chair of the Subcommittee on Courts, then Congressman Robert Kastenmeier would from time to time draw upon such expertise. But generally, Congress does not avail itself of this opportunity, largely because of the uncertainty of judges and legislators about such communication. See, e.g., Fair Use and}
development and refinement of communications protocols between judges and legislators with regard to statutory revision would be helpful.\textsuperscript{121}

Moreover, Congress would benefit from the states' experiences with law revision commissions that provide for the orderly evaluation of statutes by bringing together representatives of all three branches.\textsuperscript{122} It would also be worthwhile to develop mechanisms to facilitate the congressional resolution of conflicts among the circuits with respect to legislative meaning, as Justice Stevens\textsuperscript{123} and Judge Wilfred Feinberg\textsuperscript{124} have recommended. Then Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg and her coauthor Peter Huber advanced the idea that a "second look at laws" committee be formed, and that the Office of Law Revision Counsel assist in "statutory reexamination and repair."\textsuperscript{125} Judge Frank M. Coffin suggested that an entity within the judiciary gather and sift judicial opinions with suggestions for the legislative branch and send them to the Hill,\textsuperscript{126} a view endorsed more recently by Judge James L. Oakes of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.\textsuperscript{127}

A practical component of this effort to make the process of statutory revision more rational is a pilot project, which the Governance Institute began at the invitation of the judges of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit.\textsuperscript{128} In that work, we helped design a system of collecting, sorting, and circulating statutory opinions of the D.C. Circuit to relevant congressional committees for legislative consideration.

In the effort to help close the gap between those who produce legislative history and those who digest it, Judge Coffin and I conducted a study to determine how judicial decisions identifying problems in legislation are examined by Congress.\textsuperscript{129} We found that in most cases, except for major
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ones or those in which a losing party seeks legislative relief, congressional staffs are generally unaware of circuit court rulings. Having determined that staffs wanted to be informed of relevant opinions, the Governance Institute, in close collaboration with then Chief Judge Mikva, proceeded to work out an arrangement with the House of Representatives and the Senate whereby offices in each chamber would receive the opinions and transmit them to the relevant committees. Other circuits—the First, Third, Seventh, and Tenth—have joined this initiative, with others expected to become a part as well. In its report to the Judicial Conference, the Committee on Long Range Planning recommended that “[a]ll courts of appeal should be encouraged to participate in the pilot project.” Recently, the Joint Committee on the Organization of Congress endorsed our enterprise.

Both branches benefit from this project. Congress will have an enhanced appreciation for the judiciary’s work, and the courts’ workload may be somewhat reduced if Congress improves drafting or resolves problems in statutes identified by the judiciary. In addition, as the Governance Institute monitors congressional reaction to court decisions, we will have a better sense of congressional views about judicial interpretation of statutes. As the Governance Institute analyzes the data from both the judiciary and Congress, and holds seminars involving all those who work with statutes, the objective is to upgrade the drafting, interpretation, and revision of statutes—a purpose shared by the Legislative Counsels of both the House and Senate.
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130. Governance Institute Distinguished Fellow Robert W. Kastenmeier and I did so after many discussions on the Hill, especially with the Legislative Counsel of the House, the Legislative Counsel of the Senate, and the Legal Counsel of the Senate. The bipartisan leadership of each branch—then Speaker Thomas Foley, then House Majority Leader Richard Gephardt, then House Minority Leader Robert Michel, then Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell, then Senate Pro Tempore Robert Byrd, and then Senate Minority Leader Robert Dole—launched the experiment in 1992. In their memorandum of May 21, 1992, Foley, Gephardt, and Michel indicate that they “believe that the program would be most useful if it were applied to all circuits.” Hearings on Interbranch Relations, supra note 7, at 309 (reprinting Letter of Foley, Gephardt, and Michel to Legislative Counsel David Meade). Senators Mitchell, Byrd, and Dole state that “[t]his project offers great promise as a thoughtful and productive step in improving communications between the judiciary and the Congress to the benefit of both branches.” Id. at 310 (reprinting Letter of Mitchell, Byrd, and Dole to Legislative Counsel Francis Burk). They note that the “hope is that the identification and transmittal of such opinions to the appropriate congressional committees will furnish information helpful to Congress’s efforts to improve its communication of legislative intent in statutory drafting.” Id. For his part, Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist, in the 1992 Year-End Report of the Federal Judiciary, pointed to the Governance Institute project as an effort to improve relations between the branches by making “it easier for judges to alert legislators to statutory drafting problems identified in the course of adjudication.” William H. Rehnquist, Chief Justice Issues 1992 Year-End Report, Third Branch, Jan. 1993, at 1, 4.


IV. CONCLUSION

"To students of statutory interpretation," writes Professor Melnick, "no problem is more vexing than affixing a single meaning or intent to legislation that is the product of many hands." But Congress is not without means to help facilitate understanding of its legislative product.

In Between the Lines, Shep Melnick challenges us to better understand the effects of judicial interpretation of statutes on policy and process. He does so with an impressive analysis that places his subject within the context of the division of power and responsibility among all three branches of government, while at the same time showing mastery of three dimensions of welfare policy. In so doing, Melnick stimulates us to appreciate not only how policy and process intersect, but how institutions can be made to work better. For all those insights, students of law, politics, and policy are much in his debt.
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